Name: _____________________________  Grammar Test - "Good-bye, Curtis"
Skill - Verb Agreement

Skill Reminder:

• **Add** the letter *s* to most verbs when the naming part of a sentence tells about one.

• **Do not add an s** to the verb when the naming part tells about *I, you, or more than one.*

Directions: **Circle** the verb in each sentence. Then **write** the verb on the line.

1. Mysteries thrill Lan.  1. _______________________
2. That bird steals everything.  2. _______________________
3. People lose their jewelry.  3. _______________________
4. The police chief mutters.  4. _______________________
5. Jeff solves the puzzle.  5. _______________________

Directions: **Circle** the correct verb in each sentence. Then write it on the line.

6. You _________________ shiny things.  (like, likes)
7. Some birds _________________ easily.  (learn, learns)
8. Miss Rosa _________________ her bird.  (train, trains)
9. Dynah _________________ several words.  (know, knows)
10. Her speech _________________ everyone.  (surprise, surprises)